Abstract-We discuss touch-based navigation of 3D visualizations in a combined monoscopic and stereoscopic viewing environment. We identify a set of interaction modes, and a workflow that helps users transition between these modes to improve their interaction experience. In our discussion we analyze, in particular, the control-display space mapping between the different reference frames of the stereoscopic and monoscopic displays. We show how this mapping supports interactive data exploration, but may also lead to conflicts between the stereoscopic and monoscopic views due to users' movement in space; we resolve these problems through synchronization. To support our discussion, we present results from an exploratory observational evaluation with domain experts in fluid mechanics and structural biology. These experts explored domain-specific datasets using variations of a system that embodies the interaction modes and workflows; we report on their interactions and qualitative feedback on the system and its workflow.
INTRODUCTION
E FFECTIVE visualization and interaction with 3D data that represents scans or simulations of the real world is at the heart of visualization research. Exploration and analysis are most strongly supported when combining the best possible visual representations with the best possible interaction techniques. Previously, researchers have primarily focused on improving visual representations; more recently visualization research has increasingly emphasised suitable interaction techniques. Most approaches present visual representations to users by targeting traditional PC-based settings, while some also explore virtual environments [1] -in particular, the use of stereoscopy facilitates depth perception and thus high visual immersion. To enable interactive exploration of visualizations, most approaches again target PC-based settings while some use novel devices such as horizontal/vertical large displays or mobile devices. In particular, the use of touch-based interaction for visualization provides high immersion through interaction due to its directness-the touch input and the affected data are at the same visual location (i.e., sticky interaction [2] ), resulting in users feeling "in control of the data" [3] , [4] .
Unfortunately, these two ways of achieving immersion are mutually exclusive. On the one hand, virtual objects in stereoscopic settings cannot be touched since they appear to float in empty space. Touch interaction, on the other hand, conflicts with stereoscopic display due to parallax issues [5] , [6] , [7] as well as touch-through [8] , [9] and invisible wall problems-it is far better suited for monoscopic displays. In visualization and HCI, researchers have thus explored hybrid settings that separate touch input from stereoscopic display. In addition to certain static setups targeted at interactive visualization (e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] ), researchers have investigated ways to control 3D scenes using orientation sensors and touch capabilities of mobile devices. These systems, however, often do not take full advantage of the sensation of direct manipulation offered by touch-enabled monoscopic displays or their ability to provide versatile, data-specific interface designs.
To enable researchers and engineers to build powerful hybrid visualization environments in the future, we therefore work towards a more nuanced understanding of the use of stereoscopic displays in this context-stereoscopic visualizations of 3D data that are controlled via touch interaction on a monoscopic view of the data on a mobile tablet. Our goals are to (a) allow both visual immersion (stereoscopy) on the one hand and immersion through interaction (direct touch) on the other hand; to (b) support the mobile viewing of and interaction with the data; and to (c) offer rich interaction through a lightweight, minimalist implementation.
To accomplish these goals we contribute an in-depth analysis of the interaction workflow that arises when using tablet-based navigation of 3D datasets in a stereoscopic viewing environment (e.g., Fig. 1 ). In our analysis we revisit several interaction modes and propose ways for the user to fluidly move between these modes during exploratory visualization. To better understand this conceptual design, we implemented a system that facilitates seamless mode shifts as users move around and interact with a stereoscopic view via a monoscopic touch tablet. To demonstrate breadth, we created two variations of the system using two established touch-based tablet interaction techniques for visualization. We then conducted an exploratory qualitative evaluation of the viability of the interaction workflow by observing domain experts in fluid mechanics and structural biology as they explored and navigated through 3D datasets, teaching us not only about the general interaction design but also about the benefits and challenges of the specific navigation techniques in this 3D visualization context.
Our most important contribution, in summary, is a conceptual model of interaction modes that describe the taskdependent relationships between the visualizations on the stereoscopic display and the touch-based interactions to navigate and control the visualization on the monoscopic tablet. In particular, we describe the mapping between the different reference frames of the tablet and the stereoscopic data view as well as discuss in depth the implications of these not being synchronized. We explain why interaction is still easy in some situations despite reference frame differences, and we show when synchronization is necessary.
RELATED WORK
Interaction with 3D objects and data is an active research field with a long tradition [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . Much of this work is based on stereoscopy; researchers have created and studied virtual reality environments [1] (e.g., CAVE [18] and Responsive Workbench [19] ). Interaction in VR settings often relies on 3D tracking and uses wands, gloves, haptic feedback, or special devices. While such input facilitates a direct 3D placement of objects (in addition to indirect input using rate control for larger-scale navigation), this general interaction approach suffers from the touching the void issue [20] (except for haptic feedback). This problem can only be partially addressed with transparent props [21] , at the expense of the ability to move the touched objects.
Researchers have thus investigated other ways of adding somesthetic feedback [22] to the interaction with 3D scenes or data [23] , [24] , with or without stereoscopic depiction. The straight-forward way of combining stereoscopy with touch interaction is to capture touch input on the stereoscopic display surface. However, this method has numerous challenges including parallax, touching through empty space, and bumping into an invisible surface [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [25] . Some approaches deal with these issues by adjusting the 3D world such that the surface of the target object moves toward the display surface when a touch occurs [9] , [26] . While this technique works well when manipulating individual 3D objects, in visualization it is important to not distort a dataset's spatial arrangement to avoid incorrect perception of the data.
Another approach locates the touch input on a dedicated surface, separated from the stereoscopic projection. Toucheo [27] is an innovative system based on this principle. Its touch-sensitive surface shows the interface elements, while a semi-transparent mirror-placed over the touch surface with enough space for the interacting arms-adds the stereoscopic elements. People thus perceive their hands to be below the floating objects, while visual elements connect the monoscopic and stereoscopic parts. However, the Toucheo setup limits people's freedom to move around and is thus only suitable for desk-like display settings.
Other researchers investigated the use of mobile monoscopic touch-enabled devices, such as phones or tablets, in a VR (or monoscopically projected 3D) context [28] -similar to the setup in our work. The interaction in these setups typically maps the mobile device's orientation sensors to the orientation of either the manipulated objects [29] , [30] , [31] or the scene/the camera [29] , [32] , [33] . Translations of data/the camera in these settings are usually achieved by touch-dragging on the mobile device (e.g., [34] ), via linearly scaled direct offsets, flicking, or in form of rate control. Similarly, zooming is often done using a pinching gesture on the touch surface. Others simulate buttons/joysticks [35] , [36] or use the mobile device as a touch-sensitive handle/widget that is virtually extended into the scene for manipulations [37] , [38] . One special form of interaction is the use of a touch-sensitive mobile device whose surface is mapped to an arbitrarily shaped virtual surface in 3D [39] such that touch interactions can be used to manipulate 3D objects. All of these (3D navigation) techniques 1 share the disadvantage that they do not take the mobile device's or its user's position into account, thus restricting the viewer position to a single front-on view-we address this issue in our work.
A widget-based approach for manipulating 3D objects at a distance is SquareGrids [31] which uses dedicated regions for separating on-object, off-object, and environment interactions. The general use of widget-based interaction over purely gestural patterns is beneficial in visualization applications [42] because it facilitates spring-loaded interaction design [43] . The many interaction techniques needed in 3D data exploration can, therefore, be integrated into a usable interface that is easily remembered by people using it. A good example of this principle is the Slice world-in-miniature (WIM) setup [12] , the setup most related to our own as it uses both touch input and stereoscopic viewing for interactive visualization. Slice WIM combines a vertical stereoscopic screen for a detailed data view with a statically attached, monoscopic horizontal display that captures touch input and displays interaction widgets. Using this unique setup, Coffey et al. [12] display a stereoscopic WIM of the dataset being explored with representations of the currently controlled detail view such that scientists can, for example, position 1. There is, in fact, some work on spatially-aware 2D navigation using a mobile device in front of a large display (e.g., [40] , [41] ). In our work, however, we focus on 3D interaction techniques, specifically 3D navigation.
cutting surfaces in 3D. While its separation of touch surface from stereoscopic display surface nicely avoids stereoscopic touch issues, the Slice WIM setup is static and restricts people's position with respect to the stereoscopic display. In our work we remove this restriction, explore the resulting interaction mapping issues, and propose solutions for them.
TWO-DISPLAY DATA NAVIGATION
Our overall vision is to enable researchers to explore 3D datasets with as much immersion as possible, arising both from visuals as well as from interaction. We therefore explore ways to combine a stereoscopically displayed large view of the 3D data with direct touch input to control the view. This combination has the potential to increase people's acceptance of stereoscopic environments for 3D data visualization sincethrough touch-based interaction-it puts them in control of their data (e.g., [4] ). Moreover, the indirect manipulation of (stereoscopically displayed) 3D data on a personal touch device was shown to have potentially more efficient and precise interaction than direct interaction on a large display [37] . In addition, as pointed out in Section 2, capturing touch input on the stereoscopic display's surface introduces several issues that prohibit intuitive interaction. We thus investigate settings that separate touch input from the stereoscopic display by using a mobile device (a tablet) for both touch input and additional visual feedback.
Narrowing Down the Design Space
The design space for achieving high visual immersion through stereoscopically displayed data and high immersion from interaction on mobile touch devices is quite large. We thus begin to define this space through a series of design guidelines, motivated by our previous experience with creating interactive visualization systems.
To begin, the fundamental need for at least seven DOF navigation is well established for 3D data visualization: G1: The system should support seven DOF navigation of the dataset: 3D translation, 3D rotation, and uniform scaling.
These seven DOF should be controlled consistently to avoid breaks in the interaction scheme. Moreover, consistency is crucial for integrating navigation with additional data exploration tools to ultimately provide a complex visualization environment [44] : G2: Navigation interactions should allow for consistent combinations of (potentially many) data exploration techniques.
The third design guideline arises from the need to associate navigation input events with specific parts of the 3D data, as well as from the need for flexible interaction design:
G3: The mobile device should actively display content.
Both data and interaction elements should not only be shown in the large stereoscopic view but also displayed and actively used on the monoscopic mobile device that provides the interaction input.
Alternatively, the mobile device could be used as a touch-pad in a eyes-free manner. This design, however, would still have significant disadvantages. Without comprehensive tactile feedback (far beyond what is possible with today's technology [45] , [46] , [47] ) we would (1) be restricted to only indirect interactions, increasing the complexity of the interaction design (i.e., requiring complex gesture languages that are difficult to remember). The types of interactions that can be initiated on the mobile device are also still limited, as (2) data-specific input or widget-based designs are not possible. Finally, we would (3) need to integrate additional visual elements such as 3D cursors in the stereoscopic screen (i.e., 3D cursors) when selecting data. These additional elements both add complexity to the view design and increase rendering times since additional occlusions would need to be calculated [48] .
In contrast, by displaying interaction widgets and data on the monoscopic mobile device, navigation interactions are performed as actions on the data itself, bringing greater immersion through interaction. Through active widgets this design approach also facilitates a much richer set of interaction input and lets us make use of established direct manipulation techniques on monoscopic views for 3D navigation (e. g., [4] , [49] ) as well as, in the future, for more complex interactions such as selection and picking (e.g., [50] , [51] , [52] ). This guideline thus favors larger, tablet-sized mobile devices due to their larger display size that can visually display more of a dataset compared to, for example, a smartphone.
To fully benefit from a stereoscopic viewing environment, the viewer should be able to intuitively observe and analyze the data from different perspectives by physically changing their position with respect to the stereoscopic data display:
G4: The interacting person should be able to move around the space in front of the stereoscopic display.
This fourth guideline, paired with stereoscopic viewing, implies 3D tracking the position of the interacting person. While there are many ways to implement tracking, simplicity and robustness are essential for the practical success of any visualization system: G5: 3D tracking should be as simple as possible.
Simple tracking could mean, e.g., the use of less-elaborate tracking systems (e.g., time-of-flight 3D cameras) that do not require people to wear or carry extra tracking equipment-in particular on the mobile device. Such simplified tracking environments that stand today's practical test are also more easily accepted by our target audience of domain experts due to their simplicity, versatility, and low maintenance needs (e.g., [53] , [54] , [55] ).
Unique in scientific data exploration is the need to precisely control the data analysis process to obtain accurate results [53] : G6: Input should be well-controlled and as precise as possible.
Precise control of visualization applications is challenging, in particular with touch input [56] . Issues arise not only from touch input (content occlusion and the fat finger problem [57] ) but also from the need to separate the different degrees of freedom [58] .
Finally, we re-state a goal common to most touch-based interaction on mobile devices to reduce excess fatigue: G7: Fatigue issues arising from physically holding a touch-interactive mobile device should be kept to a minimum.
This implies that people should be able to adopt a range of positions with the mobile device as they interact with it. Requiring people to be constrained to awkward positions (e.g., continuously hold the mobile device in mid-air) would quickly tire their arms.
Together, these guidelines imply that we focus our investigation on stereoscopic displays paired with touch-interactive tablet-sized mobile displays. A tablet is large enough to show interaction widgets as well as a reasonably-sized version of the visualization on the display (G3) and, therefore, provide more precise input than on a phone (G6), while still being lightweight enough to be held during interaction (G4, G7). In our stereoscopic environment the person is tracked, but not the tablet (G7).
Interaction Modes for Tablet-Based 3D Navigation
Starting from these design guidelines, we now discuss possible interaction modes for the touch-based mobile device that support navigation of 3D data visualizations. We support this discussion of a possible interaction model with Table 1 , explaining the limitations of its 'intuitive' interaction approach. We begin with guideline G3: to ultimately enable rich data exploration we want to show visualizations both stereoscopically on the large display and monoscopically on the tablet. One common way that people experience both monoscopic and stereoscopic views is when using digital cameras-or tablets as digital cameras-in the physical world: as they take pictures of objects, people see both a stereoscopic view of a (real-world) object as well as the monoscopic projection produced by the camera. This setup also resembles how many interaction techniques in augmented reality (AR; e.g., [59] , [60] ) are designed to view a virtually enriched view of the natural world.
Compared to both these environments (physical world and AR), the exploration of 3D data displayed on a stereoscopic screen is different in that all visualized data is virtual-the physical world only serves as a reference frame for the (virtual) location of the data. Nevertheless, we can use the metaphor of the tablet as a physical object that controls a virtual (video) camera in the virtual data space, looking at the 3D dataset (Table 1 , column A). In this case, view direction and position are tracked through built-in orientation sensors and the virtual camera's absolute position is inferred by tracking the person holding it (G5). This interactive setup specifically resembles handheld augmented reality interfaces (e.g., [61] , [62] , [63] ) and also relates to cameraphone-based interactions in multi-display environments (e.g., [64] ). However, the video camera metaphor has fundamental usability problems. First, as the person needs to direct the camera toward the target objects, the tablet must be held at head height with out-stretched arms to obtain and retain a good view of the dataset. The person's arms will easily get tired, thus contradicting G7.
Second, and even more importantly, the video camera metaphor implies a continuously updated view on the mobile device which causes serious issues with respect to the fatigue (G7) and precision/control (G6) guidelines: An interaction mapping with constant updates would, for any meaningful and controlled navigation input, require the user to hold and maintain the tablet at a fixed orientation and position for the duration of the interaction. This fixed position is essential to maintain a steady frame of reference to issue precise navigation commands, yet the inherent inaccuracy of sensor-based 3D tracking and the inability of humans to remain completely still prevent such exact input.
While in see-through AR the continuous updates arise from an actual camera showing a constantly changing image of the physical world, our completely virtual data display is not bound by such constraints. We can reduce fatigue and obtain better interaction precision by no longer For each interaction mode, its purpose, the viewer's and tablet's virtual cameras as well as the physical tablet positions are compared, and the resulting ease of mapping/handling are given. The arrows indicate the typical initial AR-inspired workflow.
tracking the tablet's view of the virtual data. Instead, we propose to use the metaphor of a digital still image camera in which the view on the tablet is only updated on-demand. Essentially, after the camera has a good view of the data, the person takes a picture and holds the tablet at a more comfortable, lowered position to examine the image (Table 1 , column B). A similar interaction paradigm was also suggested in handheld augmented reality [65] , [66] (e.g., "Freeze-Set-Go") and multi-display [64] settings ("freezing"). In both our visualization setting and in the AR/multi-display scenarios, freezing and the subsequent relaxation of the tablet's position serves both G6 and G7: it provides a stable reference frame for touch interaction and makes the handling of the tablet much more comfortable and less fatiguing. However, there is a key difference between AR/multidisplay environments and our setting with a 3D visualization on a stereoscopic display. For handheld AR/multiple displays, the view on the tablet includes both a static representation of the physical world (an image taken by a camera on a mobile device) and a virtual overlay. In our case, in contrast, both the stereoscopically displayed 3D scene and the tablet's view are entirely virtual. This difference means that, unlike in handheld AR, we can still see and control the entire 3D scene (the visualization)-the person examining a dataset can fully control the view of the visual representation, either through touch input (Table 1 , column C) or gyroscopic interaction (Table 1 , column D) with the tablet. It is essential to note that the views on the tablet and the stereoscopic display remain fully linked: both are being updated and both can be used for visual feedback for 3D interaction. Moreover, it is important that this interactive control can and needs to happen for all seven DOF of the 3D visualization (G1), in contrast to the frozen 2D interaction with documents in multi-display environments [64] .
Mobile to Stereoscopic Reference Frame Mapping
Because the tablet's projected view and the stereoscopic view are continually linked, we must not only carefully consider the touch-based 3D navigation interface, but also understand the specific mapping between the reference frames of the tablet and the stereoscopic 3D view. Let us first consider the case of a static viewer who uses the tablet at a relaxed, frozen position (Table 1 , columns B-D). In this case, we may want to employ established touch-based 3D navigation techniques such as the tBox [49] or FI3D [4] widgets on the stable, monoscopically displayed view on the tablet. Then, as we affect the 3D position, orientation, and scale of the dataset, both virtual cameras-the viewer's and the tablet's-can remain at their respective, identical or roughly identical locations in the 3D visualization space (Fig. 2a) . However, the (touch) interaction is still clear 2, 3 to the person navigating the 3D visualization space (row 'mapping clarity' in Table 1 ), despite the physical location of the tablet being offset from the virtual position of the tablet camera (row 'tablet position & orientation with respect to cameras' in Table 1 ). Instead of being identical to its virtual camera, the physical tablet is lower and is typically rotated around the x-axis-oriented somewhat like a drafting table. This mapping from tablet touch input to the resulting manipulations of the stereoscopically observed dataset thus resembles people's way of controlling desktop environments using mice-studied within the context of sensoriomotor adaptation [67] : 2D mouse motions on the horizontal control space are mapped to 2D motions of the cursor on the vertical display space. For a vertical display, this 'mouse mapping' comprises a 90 degree rotation in pitch plus a horizontal and a vertical offset [68] and is familiar to most people who frequently interact with PCs.
What is particularly important from this sensoriomotor adaptation research in our context of 3D interaction with visualizations is that this 'mouse mapping' from control space to display space works well only as long as the involved transformations are limited to roughly the described x-rotation, potentially with an additional translation. This is the case because translations are easy to adapt to [67] , [69] , [70] ; and rotations are somewhat more difficult [71] but still reasonably easy for a single rotation with an angle of up to 120 degree [72] , [73] . In the mentioned 'mouse mapping' case, the x-and y-axes were shown to depend on one another [74] . With an additional rotation around the y-/z-axes, however, the frames of reference can no longer be easily aligned through a mental rotation and thus control becomes more difficult (Fig. 2b) . In fact, a similar dependency of frame of reference mappings for rotations around the y-axis was described for the control of 3D objects in stereoscopic display environments, with increasing interaction difficulty when the angle of rotation increases [75] . This is why, when the user moves around the stereoscopic display in addition to holding the tablet at the frozen, relaxed (rotated and offset) position, the workflow no longer works because what is shown on the tablet (when interacting) conflicts with what is observed from the stereoscopic display: the data view users see through their 2. At this point we make this claim of clarity for the interaction mapping based on observations by us as authors; later in the paper we report on an empirical evaluation of this mapping with experts.
3. During a gyroscope interaction, the mapping is also not clear due to the several involved rotations (see Table 1 ), but there this is not a problem because the focus of the viewer is on the stereoscopic display and not on the tablet. eyes is adjusted through 3D tracking, yet the tablet's view is static due to the still camera metaphor (Table 1 , column E). In our setting we can thus expect a person exploring a visualization to have increasing difficulties with navigating a 3D dataset once he or she starts moving away from the point at which the tablet view and the stereoscopic view were synchronized. A rotation around the x-axis, for instance, leads to a simple rolling action on the tablet's view of the dataset but is shown as rotation around a different axis in the stereoscopic view observed on the large display.
Reference Frame Synchronization
The important insight of these considerations on the reference frame mapping is that, at some point during interactive data exploration, the arising discrepancy needs to be resolved and the two views need to be re-synchronized. One way to accomplish this synchronization is to return back to the virtual video camera interaction mode after a move to a new position. Resolving the mismatch between tablet view and stereoscopic view by forcing the user to return to the video camera metaphor, however, is awkward; it discards any previous useful reference frame and requires a complete mental restart of visual analysis. In a VR setting such as ours, however, the tablet's video camera is not limited by physical reality to get a good view of the 3D dataset-we already know the best possible camera position from 3D tracking. We can thus directly use this tracking data to re-sync the tablet's view.
At this point one may think that an easy solution would be to go back to a constant synchronization between tablet and stereoscopic view. As argued in Section 3.2, however, such a design would cause the tablet view to constantly change, contradicting guideline G6 that asks for control and precision. Moreover, we would not be able to capture a good view using the tablet and easily go back to it or show it to collaborators who may be viewing the same dataset from different positions around the stereoscopic display. Therefore, we use two dedicated and straight-forward synchronization mechanisms: stereo view ! tablet and tablet ! stereo view. In the former (stereo view ! tablet), the stereoscopic camera parameters from 3D tracking are used to define the tablet's virtual camera. As a result, the tablet shows the exact same view that the user sees stereoscopically at the time of the interaction. The latter (tablet ! stereo view), supports the opposite effect: the stereo view is adjusted such that the interacting person sees the same VR view as was previously displayed only on the tablet. Since we cannot change the virtual camera that computes the stereoscopic view, we re-arrange the dataset such that the viewer camera shows the same view as previously shown only on the tablet.
The use of the dedicated synchronization mechanisms means that the relatively awkward physical action from the video camera metaphor is replaced by the two user-issued commands-with the additional advantage that with both commands the tablet view exactly matches the stereoscopic view, as opposed to manually approximating the same view via the video camera metaphor. The resulting workflow (Fig. 3 ) satisfies all our design guidelines.
Prototypical Implementation and Setup
We built a prototype system that embodies this workflow to evaluate our interaction design. We use the VTK library 4 to render the stereoscopic view for the large display (with off-axis rendering [76] ), and the VES library 5 to display the dataset on the tablet. Both devices are linked using a client-server setup in which the tablet acts as the client and the stereoscopic display application is the server. When the tablet detects input, it sends the data transformation to the server via wi-fi. As shown in Fig. 1 , the stereoscopic view is shown on a 3D TV with a 1920 Â 1080 pixel resolution (55 inch ¼ 139.7 cm diagonal) using active shutter glasses. The simple tracking (see G5) is achieved with a Microsoft Kinect and the additional manual setting of an interacting person's eye height. The tablet we use is a Google Nexus 10 (pixel resolution: 2560 Â 1600, display diagonal: 10.1 inch ¼ 25.5 cm, spatial device size: 263.9 Â 177.6 Â 8.9 mm, weight: 603 g). 6 For navigation, we implemented two different techniques to explore a range of touch-based interaction. We decided to use tBox [49] and FI3D [4] (see Fig. 4 ) over other touch-based interaction techniques (for an overview see Isenberg's work [24] ) because they both delivered at least seven DOF control and could be used with finger input and without an additional stylus. Both tBox and FI3D were implemented as described in their original papers, with slight adjustments. To be useful for data space navigation (rather than manipulating individual objects in a 3D scene), we maintain the tBox centered at the origin of the virtual scene and only allow uniform two-finger scaling instead of the non-uniform scaling possible with the original tBox. For FI3D we selected the onefinger interaction to map to arcball rotation [77] because for the kinds of datasets we experimented with it seemed that rotation was the primary interaction technique used in exploration. To conserve space, we removed FI3D's top and bottom bars for translation along the z-axis and instead placed a vertical bar for this purpose to the right of the regular frame. For both the tBox and the FI3D widgets, we left space on the left and the right for the view synchronization buttons and the spring-loaded gyroscope interaction. We implemented the gyroscope control by using Android's virtual rotation sensor that is based on 
OBSERVATIONAL STUDY WITH EXPERT USERS
To better understand how our design would fare in practice we conducted an observational study with domain experts. In visualization, there are many different evaluation goals and types to choose from [78] , [79] . In our case we were less interested in algorithmic performance, a qualitative results inspection, or user performance with respect to time and error metrics. Instead, we wanted to explore how domain experts deal with the inherent interaction mapping problems when using tablet-based navigation without synchronization, how our interaction concept would help them analyze 3D data, and what we can learn about the design of touch-based 3D data navigation in a stereoscopic environment. We were specifically not interested in whether the tBox or FI3D performed better in this very specific but typically artificial, controlled setting. Instead, we wanted to qualitatively compare the two interfaces, see what types of interaction goals they do or do not support well, and how we can create a better interaction designs for future interactive visualization environments. In addition, while both methods were originally designed as direct manipulation navigation techniques, we were interested in use in our indirect interaction scenario. After an intensive discussion on the most appropriate study methodology we, therefore, decided to conduct a qualitative, observational study with domain experts.
Participants
We recruited researchers from two labs whose work focuses on spatial 3D data: structural biology (analysis of biological molecules; two female, two male; M1-M4) and fluid mechanics (analysis of 3D flow data; four male; F1-F4). Participants' ages ranged from 24-60 (median: 31.5 years), with between one and 33 years of post-Master's level experience (median: 9.5 years) in the respective fields. All participants volunteered their time and were not compensated for their participation.
All of our participants interact with 3D data weekly or more frequently, typically with mouse-based interfaces. Space mice were used only by three participants, and then only infrequently, similar for force-feedback devices or 3D tracking (4Â). Stereoscopic environments had been used by five participants, although only by one weekly or more frequently. Touch interaction was more familiar to our participants with seven out of eight participants using it at least daily or more frequently. Most interact with touch interfaces on tablets on a monthly basis or more frequently. None of our participants reported interacting with large vertical ("wall") or horizontal ("table") displays, although three had participated in experiments and viewed data in a CAVE environment.
Apparatus
In addition to the setup described in Section 3.5, we used domain-specific datasets as well as a study controller.
Domain-specific datasets. We asked our participants ahead of time to provide us with datasets for the study, or to confirm datasets that we suggested. For each domain, we selected two datasets. For the fluid mechanics researchers, one dataset represented a snapshot of flow over a thick flat plate (Fig. 4b) , where color maps to mass density. The other dataset displayed the atmospheric air motion over Europe, where color maps to the air temperature (Fig. 5) . Both of these datasets showed streamlines of a single time frame. For the structural biologists, one dataset represented the tomato aspermy virus protein 2b (PDB: 2ZI0 ; Fig. 4a) ; the other dataset showed the E. coli WrbA holoprotein (PDB: 3ZHO). Both molecular datasets were shown as balls-andsticks models, with the atoms colored according to the respective elements.
Study controller. During the study, one experimenter operated the Study Controller. With this tool we were able to control the tablet interface, set the stereoscopic view to be tailored to the participant's eye height and pupil distance, load datasets, change the participant's stereoscopic viewpoint, and 'mute' the visual output of the stereoscopic display as people walked from one viewpoint to the next. The study controller also captured an action log as well as the participants' interactions during each session.
Study Design and Tasks
We conducted structured observations of domain experts using different tablet interaction techniques to navigate domain-specific 3D datasets. At the beginning of each session (which each lasted between 60 and 90 minutes), our domain expert participants filled in an initial questionnaire to identify demographic information, their background in interacting with 3D datasets, and their familiarity with stereoscopic and touch-based interaction. We also measured their eye height and pupil distance to enter into the Study Controller and set up the stereocopic view.
Training
Next, we introduced the interface. We instructed the participant on how to use the first interaction techniqueeither tBox or FI3D-to rotate, translate, and scale the data and introduced the gyroscope-based rotation. We encouraged participants to use each interaction until they felt comfortable and were able to reproduce specific views of the training data (the Stanford Bunny). After each completed view, the training data was reset to the same starting point.
First Section
After completing the interface training, the experimenter loaded one of the domain-specific datasets. We then asked the participant to stand directly in front of the stereoscopic display (point A, see Fig. 5 ; approx. 2 m from the display), and to explore the dataset until they could identify a view that they found particularly interesting. We asked them to talk aloud, and to verbally indicate when they were done-this state was captured by the Study Controller.
We then asked the participant to move to an oblique point (point B). From this location, their stereoscopic view of the data changed to the viewpoint from point B; however, the tablet's view was not modified and thus remained at point A. We asked the participant to reproduce their chosen view as they had seen it from point A. At this point, we expected many participants to experience difficulty due to the lack of synchronization. Afterwards, if the participants had not already voiced any difficulties on their own, we asked them if they had any interaction difficulties in completing this part of the task. After a brief discussion about potential problems we introduced the stereo view ! tablet and tablet ! stereo view synchronization techniques as additional buttons on the tablet, previously hidden to the user. The experimenter demonstrated the use of this button by having the participant press the stereo view ! tablet button to synchronize the TV and tablet views, unless the participant chose to use tablet ! stereo view. With these additional features enabled and available for use throughout the continuing duration of the study, the user finalized their task at point B.
We then asked the participant to move to the opposite oblique point (C). At this point, the participant's stereoscopic view of the data changed accordingly; however the tablet's viewpoint again remained at its previous location. We asked the participant to manipulate the data such that someone standing at point A could see their original view from point A. Once again, we asked the participant if they had any interaction difficulties in completing this part of the task unless they voiced difficulties on their own. We also observed if they used one of the synchronization features; if so, we inquired why they chose that particular one.
Second Section
For the second section, we introduced the second interaction technique, following the same interface training procedure used for the first interaction technique, and switched to the second domain-specific dataset. Participants were asked to perform the same tasks as before. However, unlike in the first section, the stereo view ! tablet and tablet ! stereo view synchronization buttons were visible and available during the entire time. We reminded participants that they could use these buttons-and the gyroscope rotation-in addition to the second tablet interaction technique during the entire second section.
Questionnaire
After completing this second section, the participant completed a questionnaire and we conducted an in-person interview asking about their experiences with each interface and the interaction in general. We asked participants about the effectiveness and intuitiveness of each technique (using Likert scales). We also asked about the amount of distraction they experienced with each interaction technique by looking back-and-forth between the tablet and stereoscopic display. We asked for their overall preference for one technique or the other, and the rationale for this choice. After the questionnaire, we interviewed participants to compare the pros and cons of each interface, and whether or not they felt limited in the types of interactions they could do with each setup. We asked specifically about the asynchronous tablet and stereoscopic displays, and whether or not this was an issue while interacting with the data. We additionally asked how they would extend either approach to directly address a particular visual analysis task.
Data Recording and Procedure
We video-recorded the sessions and a secondary experimenter took observational notes. To ensure that we observed all possible permutations, we counter-balanced the order of the tBox and FI3D interfaces and the pairing of each interface with the two datasets. This also ensured that the initial reveal of the stereo view ! tablet and tablet ! stereo view synchronization features would occur across all possible dataset-interface combinations.
RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
In this section we summarize qualitative and descriptive quantitative results from our evaluation. We focus on how well the interaction modes and workflow address the re-synchronization of reference frames, and support intuitive 3D data analysis. We also discuss how the tablet interfaces' features support the interaction goals, and what may need to be taken into consideration when designing touch-based tablet interfaces for combined stereoscopicmonoscopic exploration of 3D datasets.
Different Reference Frames & Their Synchronization
One of our main contributions is our discussion on how to address discrepancies between the monoscopic and stereoscopic frames (see Section 3.3). Here we discuss the participants' reaction to interacting with both a monoscopic tablet and a stereoscopic view as well as how they handled interaction after moving to a different location.
Between stereoscopic view and monoscopic tablet. No participants reported problems or difficulties in looking back-andforth between the tablet and the stereoscopic display. However, we observed participants using one of two types of behaviors when interacting with the tablet plus stereoscopic view setup:
Tablet focus, stereo glance: visual focus on the tablet view, only checking results on the stereo display; and Stereo focus, tablet glance: despite initially looking at the tablet for interface cues, primary visual focus is the stereoscopic display with glances at the tablet for confirmation. During the training with each interface, six participants focused primarily on their tablet, but soon shifted to a more stereo-focused view when presented with real datasets (M1, M2, M4, F2, F3, F4). While we did not track the focus of participants' gaze during our sessions, three of our participants (M4, F2, F3) rationalized their interface preference based on their ability to perform transformations without looking at the tablet (stereo focus), even using the tablet as a blind remote for periods of time. M4, for example, liked how the pinching gesture could be used to zoom without looking at the tablet, for either interface.
Two participants specifically cited their ability to interact with FI3D on the tablet while continuing to look at the stereoscopic display (M2, M4) when justifying their preference for the FI3D widget. F2-who indicated that he chose not to look at all at the tablet screen while interacting with the stereoscopic visualization-noted that rotations were simpler with the FI3D, as it does not require looking at the tablet at all times. The tBox, on the other hand, required some precision to operate and thus looking at the tablet. Preferring the FI3D because he could stay focused on the stereoscopic display, F3 thought the tBox was more difficult as he had "to check the tBox for where the edges or center is."
Resolving reference frames from new positions. During the first task, we were able to observe how participants reacted to the asynchronous reference frames of the tablet and their stereoscopic view. After moving to point B-but before introducing the synchronization-we noticed two participant behaviors. Four participants (M1, M4, F1, F3) realized the difference between the two views after a few moments of interaction. The participants cued into the difference when they noticed a mismatch between the z-axes of the tablet and stereoscopic view while performing rotations.
The other four participants were so focused on the stereoscopic screen that they did not pay much attention to what was happening with the monoscopic tablet view. As a result, this group did not openly identify any unusual interactions. Finally, only F4 expressed any difficulties remembering the desired viewpoint found at the previous stephis efforts at point B were not in recalling the view, but simply recreating it.
After being introduced to the synchronization features and reaching position C, three participants used the tablet ! stereo view button, and two participants used the stereo view ! tablet button. The remaining three participants completed the task without using the buttons. During the second task, when synchronization features were enabled at all times, five participants used the tablet ! stereo view button at position B; the remaining three participants completed the task without using the buttons. At position C in the second task, three participants used stereo view ! tablet and three participants used tablet ! stereo view. The remaining two participants continued without using the buttons. In the post-study interviews, two participants (F1, F3) noted that they liked being able to restore their previous view from the new position. Specifically during the task at position C-recreating the view for someone standing at position A-F1 thought it was better to have the view that he wanted at his current position and then rotate it into place.
All participants thought that it was important to have two separate views on the tablet and on the stereoscopic display; this is primarily due to the fact that the tablet ! stereo view and stereo view ! tablet synchronization techniques allowed participants to preserve and reuse their previous point of view from the tablet as they moved throughout the room. F3 noted that, while it is not useful to have duplicate views on both the tablet and the stereoscopic display, it is very useful to be able to change to another point of view.
Intuitiveness of the 3D Data Exploration
In our evaluation, we were also interested in the overall effectiveness of using touch-based interactions on monoscopic tablets in order to navigate stereoscopic views of 3D data. We gathered participant responses to Likert-scale questions asking about their ability to achieve specific views, their ability to do what they wanted to do and quickly achieve their goals. For both the tBox and FI3D interfaces, participants agreed that they were able to accomplish what they wanted to do, they could quickly achieve their goals, and that it was clear how to achieve certain views, and use the system without much explanation (see Table 2 ).
As expected, we observed that the participants performed tasks faster the second time they tried to reproduce the view they had created in the previous step (see Fig. 6 ). Five of them quickly finished the task by using the tablet ! stereo view button. Comparing the time spent at that phase during the first round (mean: 62.20 sec) and second round at that phase, a Levene's test did not show a violation of the homogeneity of variances (F ð1; 14Þ ¼ 1:365; p ¼ 0:252 > 0:05) and then an ANOVA proved the significant difference (F ð1; 14Þ ¼ 4:909; p ¼ 0:044 < 0:05, effect size h 2 ¼ 0:260 with a confidence interval of ½0; 0:536).
Another concern was how our interaction framework would hold up to different datasets; we used two real-world datasets for each domain (four datasets total), and one participant from fluid mechanics noted that one of the flow datasets seemed more complicated than the other. We conducted an ANOVA to look for any potential effect that the dataset could had on the interaction times during the test. As shown in Table 3 , we did not see a noticeable effect on the interaction time among the various datasets.
Contrasting Tablet Touch Interfaces
We implemented two tablet interfaces so as to demonstrate a range of tablet interfaces that could be applied to this interaction model. We did not find a statistically significant difference in the amount of time participants spent interacting with the two techniques Table 4 . However, by understanding people's reactions to each interface, we can gain a sense of how the selection of the tablet interface may affect how people interact with and use the stereoscopic view.
tBox. Only two participants preferred the tBox interface. Because the tBox's orientation is coupled to the dataset's orientation, several people had difficulty articulating transformations relative to their view. As a result, two participants wanted to reset the axis alignment of the tBox to correspond to their current perspective (M1, M3). Participants also perceived that the tBox had an implicit order of operations-"It is easier to rotate an object while it's inside of the box before translating it away" (F1). The precision of the tBox interface was interpreted both positively (M3 preferred the tBox because of its precision) and negatively (F3 felt that the tBox was "too precise").
FI3D. The remaining six participants preferred the FI3D interface. Two participants noted that the FI3D interface was particularly helpful when engaging in a free exploration of the data (M2, M3). Unlike the tBox interface, the order of data transformations (rotation, translation, and scaling) did not seem to matter as much (F2). FI3D was also noted for its ability to be used without looking at the tablet itself. One participant from structural biology (M4) noted that the FI3D interface had similarities with the interaction in PyMol, a visualization software package commonly used for 3D molecular data. However, one participant (F1) had difficulty using the FI3D interface, particularly when initiating a z-rotation or horizontal and vertical translations as both transformations are initiated using the same widget element. F1 also felt that FI3D combined too many separate visual elements that each interacted with different types of transformations. As a result, he preferred that the tBox represented just one controller, where all focus could be centered (F1).
Gyroscope. While gyroscopic navigation has frequently been used for remote navigation of 3D datasets in the past, our participants did not necessarily use the gyroscopic as a primary way of navigating through data when presented with a touch-based alternative. Two participants remarked that the gyroscope could be used for both small, precise rotational adjustments (M2, M3) as well as larger rotations (M3) to quickly change the point of view. M3 particularly felt that the gyroscope enabled easier access to free rotations and data exploration.
We also noted that our participants tended to rely more on the gyroscope for rotations when they navigated the visualization using the tBox, as opposed to the FI3D technique (see Fig. 6 ). One possible explanation is that the gyroscope provides a faster way than the tBox for simultaneously doing rotations using more than one axis. We ran a t-test, comparing the amount of interaction time with the gyroscope while using the tBox and the FI3D widget. We found a significant difference (tð7Þ ¼ À2:502, p ¼ 0:041 < 0:05; Cohen's d ¼ 0:0844 2 ½0:035; 1:692), the time spent using the gyroscope, with 0.724 percent during the tBox session and 29.730 percent during the FI3D session.
Suggested Extensions
Participants had many suggested modifications and extensions of the tablet-stereo interface, particularly in re-imagining alternate uses for an asynchronous second screen. They relate, in particular, to reference frame mapping and the interaction design for combined mobile monoscopic with stationary stereoscopic visualization settings we report some of them next. Alternate roles for the monoscopic display. Possible uses included storing views (M3, F4, F3), particularly for sharing with collaborators (M1, F4). Another participant (F1) wanted to entirely disconnect the tablet from the stereoscopic display and manipulate the tablet view without transforming the stereoscopic display. Another suggestion (F4) was to use the pair of displays to separately show "focus+context" views-e.g., a zoomed-in view of a molecule on one display, with the full molecule and an icon indicating camera position on the other. M3 suggested using the tablet as a "minimap" of the dataset, with the main view on the stereo screen. Given that we have addressed reference frame mapping between the tablet and the stereoscopic display, these new alternate roles for the monoscopic display are not only possible, but relatively straightforward functional extensions.
Navigation. Participants also wanted to be able to center the visualization around a defined area of interest (F4) by, e.g., introducing cutting planes (M1). Three participants attempted to use the gyroscope mode to do z-translation (M4, F1, F3) .
New Interactions. Finally, one participant suggested using a music stand to hold the tablet while interacting with the stereoscopic display (F3). While this would limit their mobility in the visualization space somewhat, it would enable them to bi-manually interact with the tablet.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our main contribution in this paper is a detailed reflection on the different interaction modes for tablet-based navigation of a stereoscopic visualization and the transitions between them. While related setups exist for augmented reality scenarios, to the best of our knowledge our article is the first in-depth analysis that focuses specifically on the unique constraints of 3D visualization applications. We based our investigation on a two-display setup that shows data and interaction elements also on the tablet. The reason for this design is that, ultimately, we want to support complex data analysis scenarios that require rich, potentially data-specific interaction techniques that go beyond simple 3D navigation.
For this purpose we discussed how reference frames may differ between the monoscopic view presented on the tablet and the interacting person's stereoscopic view of the 3D dataset. In particular, we explained how these divergent reference frames are not problematic as long as the tablet's virtual camera and the viewer's stereoscopic view are approximately the same-even if tablet is held at a relaxed position with a "frozen" view. Our arguments are supported by evidence from research literature in sensorimotor adaptation and from our qualitative observational study-no participant mentioned problems with the tablet's physical location being offset from the location of its virtual camera. Our participants were immersed in their perception of and interaction with the 3D data.
Moreover, with the help of synchronization tools, our participants were glad that the tablet's view of the data was not constantly changing based on their position. In fact, most participants said they preferred separate views because, for example, it may allow them to save a view to which they could later return. We believe that this stability enabled people to more effectively control the stereoscopic view blindly, as the role of the visualization on the tablet becomes a stable yet understandable framework for navigation. Since our observational study was (intentionally, [78] ) not designed to be a controlled experiment, we rely on other future controlled experiments to verify specific aspects such as this one with statistically valid results.
While our interaction design and its qualitative evaluation are applicable to 3D interaction and VR/AR in general, what makes this application domain unique is that, in the case of 3D visualization, both views are entirely virtual. We were able to avoid the problematic video camera-like interaction common in handheld AR applications altogether, and arrived at an interaction design that is free of awkward tablet handling or unclear reference frame mappings. Our discussion is thus fundamental to future visualization systems because they will increasingly rely on mobile devices as well as their integration with shared, stereoscopic environments. Moreover, as we focused specifically on the case in which the data is displayed on both the touch-enabled tablet and the large immersive display, our specific two-display interaction design opens up possibilities to add additional interactive data exploration capabilities on the tablet screen which would otherwise be difficult to impossible to realize if the hand-held controller would be an always eyes-free, touchpad-like input-only device.
Despite the fact that the specific implementation and comparison of tBox and FI3D is not our main contribution, our study still provided insight on the applicability of these specific interaction techniques to our specific setup. We observed that all participants could navigate the datasets using tBox and FI3D with the brief training we provided-with more training it would likely be even more effortless. Our study qualitatively compared these interface techniques, demonstrating their different strengths and weaknesses. Despite the majority of the participants favoring FI3D in our setting, this did not mean that it is better suited to 3D data navigation than tBox, per se. In fact, our participants pointed out that FI3D was better suited for free exploration, while tBox offered more precise control-both essential in visualization applications (G6 and [56] ). Therefore, we believe that a combination of both techniques would be best in practice-possibly one as the default navigation, with the other invoked using a spring-loaded mode [43] , similar to how we implemented gyroscopic interaction. Of course, our work also has a number of limitations that offer opportunities for future research. For example, we only worked with researchers from two domains-in which the data has unique qualities (e.g., flow typically in one direction from left to right, molecules with a [userspecified] up direction). It would be important to observe experts from other domains whose datasets have different characteristics, and who thus introduce new preferences on how to interact with such data. Also, we observed participants in a relatively small VR setting, and with a fairly constrained setup. It would be interesting to compare our findings against extended observations in larger and higher-quality VR environments (CAVEs or large walls) in which people have more freedom to move, use more elaborate visualization tasks/datasets, and provide advanced visualization techniques. Longitudinal studies would also provide more insight on the practical applicability of the proposed setup and highlight new ways to extend it, such as with other tablet-based techniques. It is also important to notice that our interaction design uses neither static nor dynamic peephole navigation [80] -we always show roughly the same scene (likely the whole dataset) in both views. It would be interesting to explore if the interaction needs to change if the VR setting was larger and users would carry out tasks that require zooming-our currently employed interaction techniques are more akin to the static peephole metaphor which appears to be inferior to the dynamic one for 2D interaction [80] . Naturally, our work also poses several new questions. One is how people handle both static and constantly updated views on the tablet. Our argumentation in this article was that it is beneficial to keep a frozen view on the tablet and only synchronize the tablet's view to the immersive view once the user has moved far enough. The motivation for this design is that, as long as the person exploring a visualization keeps roughly at the same location, the mental mapping is not affected. At the same time, the user benefits from precise control due to the static frame of references and only needs to synchronize occasionally. However, our model does not keep users from constantly employing the stereo view ! tablet (either by actively pressing the button or through a system mode)-at the expense of a lack of control as we hypothesize.
We would also be interested in how to design interactions for collaborative visualization settings, and how the presence of several people with different reference frames would affect the interaction design. Also, we are very interested in understanding how the tablet can be used to carry private data views, control additional visualization parameters, or show a differently parametrized/abstracted view. Innovations in display hardware such as tablets with localized tactile feedback [45] , tangibly enhanced devices [46] , or even deformable displays [47] will likely change how people can use them in an eyes-free way to control a large, stereoscopic visualization view, and would thus open exciting new possibilities for 3D data exploration and analysis.
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